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INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION


Meet the learning needs of individuals in classes with large side can be challenging for teachers. Normally, teachers take students with above average
grades as the main targeted group for lesson design. However, there is no such thing as an abstract student; the art and craft of instruction consists
in developing the strengths and capabilities of every student (Sukhomlinsky, 1984).



From the perspective of in-service teachers, they are expected to provide individuals in their class with suitable and adequate support. Although most
teachers are in favor of this idea, they have questions about how to put it into practice (Wang, 2019).

It describes a school-based professional development program aimed at reshaping in-service teachers’ instruction in
order to give individual students suitable and adequate support in classes with large size.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
How to facilitate teachers to find practical principles and tips for giving suitable and adequate instruction
in classes with large size?

METHOD
A school-based professional development program has been carried out. In this school, mathematics teachers are teaching on average 42 students in
each class. Eighteen teachers were formed a learning community, which was led by one expert teacher with 35-year teaching experience, who is also a
researcher and the school headmaster. For every two weeks, two teachers taught their own students in public, then group discussion were organized

for the teachers to share how they designed the lessons, what problems they experienced, and how to improve the lesson plan etc.. In between,
related workshops and lectures were arranged to help teachers gain more theoretical knowledge. Teachers’ lesson plans in different design phases,

teachers’ group discussion and students’ work in class were collected for analyzing.
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PROVIDE INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS SUITABLE INSTRUCTION

Four key practical suggestions were summarized
1.

When setting learning goals, both gifted students and those with
learning difficulties should be considered
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2.

The mathematical problems and activities should not be confined
by the textbook.

3.

Instead of providing examples from something easy to hard,
teachers can and should deal with questions or approaches

reasonably complicated, to ensure students at different thinking
levels continuously have acceptable learning loads.

Teachers’ teaching wisdom

4.

Students’ opinions should be taken seriously.

CONCLUSIONS

•

School-based professional development programs can reshape in-service teachers’ instruction in order to give
individual students suitable and adequate support in classes with large size.

•

For in-service teachers to change their teaching behavior, practical suggestions and concrete examples are
necessary. And frequent support from the whole school environment is also very important.
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